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Nora is committed to developing long-term relationships with National Accounts and we have expanded our sales 

programs to better serve large organizations with central purchasing offices. Well known customers in healthcare, 

hospitality, retail, industrial, residential and corporate development have discovered the benefits of doing business 

with us. Nora’s in-house National Accounts Service team is strictly “hands-on.” From quotation and order placement 

to shipping and confirmation, a National Account representative oversees every step and has status reports on hand. 

Our specialists are familiar with your inventory requirements and will replenish stock, based on your corporate needs. 

With Nora’s sophisticated inventory control system, we can pre-allocate and hold inventory until it is time to release 

your shipment.

 · Outstanding selection of top quality, energy efficient 
products with a wide range of price points

 · Nationwide network of centrally-located 
distribution facilities for on-time deliveries to 
meet your construction needs

 · One-source shopping for all down lighting, 
track and specialty lighting needs

 · Consistency in product and service 
throughout your total construction and 
remodel program

 · Customized purchase programs that meet or 
exceeds customer’s needs and expectations

 · Personalized world-class customer service

 · On-line, 24/7, distributor access to “Nora Info” for 
tracking, invoices, inventory checking, and more

LARGE ENOUGH TO DO IT RIGHT, SMALL ENOUGH TO CARE…

NORA/NSPEC NATIONAL ACCOUNTS:  

CUSTOMIZED PROGRAMS 

r 

New York, NY

Syracuse, NY

Philadelphia, PA

Charlotte, NC

Tampa, FL

Cincinnati, OH

Cleveland, OH

Nashville, TN

Dallas, TX

Los Angeles, CA

Seattle, WA

Louisville, KY



SAPPHIRE LED SERIES 
Architectural and Commercial  
LED Downlights + Retrofit
A high efficiency, commercial series available in 850 to 8000 lumen packages 

in 2700K, 3000K, 3500K, 4000K and Comfort Dim. The LED package features 

Cree TrueWhite® patented technology which adjusts LEDs to produce consistent 

light over the life of the product. Sapphire features deep cone reflectors and 90+ 

CRI in 4", 6" and 8" apertures in commercial, architectural and remodel frames 

and retrofit. The fixtures are specifiable in 120V and 277V, are cULus listed for 

wet locations , are Energy Star certified, and have a  

10-year limited warranty.

Sapphire offers the Comfort Dim™ option, allowing the user to select color tuning 

from 2700K to 1800K. Comfort Dim creates a candlelight ambiance in dining 

rooms, restaurants and other hospitality venues.

NC-636 
6" Wall Washsh

NCR-6 and NCR-8 Series 
Sapphire Retrofit

NC-431 
4" Reflector

WET
Assembled in USA

o
Recreate the Sunset with LED
omfortDim D MR

8RoHS
COMPLIANT

MARQUISE LED SERIES
Light Commercial and High-End Residential  
LED Downlights + Retrofit
Utilizing the same Cree TrueWhite® LED and driver packages as the NSpec 

Sapphire Series, the Marquise Series features LED packages for light 
commercial and high-end residential IC and Non-IC applications up to 2000 

lumens in 2700K, 3000K, 3500K, 4000K and Comfort Dim options. Marquise 

is available in 4", 5", 6" and 6" adjustable apertures and 5" or 6" 850 Lumen 

Retrofit. Featuring deep reflectors in 7 finishes, Marquise downlights are suitable 

in retrofit, new construction, and remodel applications.

Marquise offers the Comfort Dim™ option, a warm, new lumen range that 

creates a candlelight ambiance in hotel dining rooms, restaurants and other 

hospitality venues. White light dimming is also available from 850 to 2000 

lumens with smooth and consistent dimming down to 5%.

NRM-518 
5" Decorative Glass

NRM-617 
6" Adjustable

NRM-411 
4" Reflector

NRMC-62 
6" Retrofit Baffle

WET
Assembled in USA

o
Recreate the Sunset with LED
omfortDim

2013

D MR
8RoHS

COMPLIANT

COBALT SERIES LED RETROFIT
1000 Lumens, 95 CRI
Nora Lighting's 4", 5" and 6" LED Cobalt Series luminaires are cULus listed for use in existing IC 

or Non-IC housings manufactured by Nora and others. The units provide 1000 Lumen output, 
drawing 16W and rendering 95 CRI. Nora's Cobalt series LEDs integrate the latest from the 

Cree® COB family of LED arrays, giving bright spectacular light output and low power consumption. 

The deep set lens provides excellent visual comfort, while the Nora UTM design allows the Cobalt 

series to be used in shallow housings. The Cobalt Series is available in multiple finishes and in 

square, round, adjustable, and wall wash styles. An obvious and smart choice for green energy 

efficient lighting in commercial and residential applications. cULus, Energy Star, Title 24 Listed. 

Available in 277V and lower (750) Lumen units.

NLCBC2 
4" Square

NLCBC2 
5" and 6" Square

NLCBC 
6" Round Reflector

Each Cobalt unit includes medium base socket for easy retrofitting

n. 

WET
Assembled in USA2013

D MR
8RoHS

COMPLIANT

NC-838  
8" Decorative Glass



IOLITE SERIES
1", 2", 4" Modular, Adjustable LED Downlights 
Dedicated and Retrofit
Nora Lighting’s Iolite family is a series of 1”, 2”, and 4” dedicated and retrofit LED 

adjustable downlights in square and round designs. The die-cast aluminum trims 

feature sharp, clean edges and can be aimed down for general lighting or adjusted 

to highlight or wall wash a focal point. The Iolite modular system allows users to 

field change the beam spread from spot to flood without the use of tools. The Iolite 

LED module is 14W and produces 600 (1") to 800 (2" & 4") lumens and 95 CRI 

in various kelvin temperatures. The Iolite is dimmable and is available in IC new 

construction, 4" remodel, and 4" retrofit. 

NIO-4RD30XWW
4" Round Deep Regress

NIO-1SNG27XWW
1" Square Regress

NIR-4SC27XBW 
4" Square Regress Retrofit

NIO-2RC30XWW
2" Round Regress

NIO-4
4" Round

WET
Assembled in USA2013

D MR
8RoHS

COMPLIANTDAMP

FLANGED + TRIMLESS LED MULTIPLES
LED Dedicated and Medium Base PAR 30 
Multiple Lighting System 
NSpec expands its line of MLS fixtures to now include LED dedicated adjustable lighting 

modules in flaged and trimless styles. Available in one- to three-light linear configurations, 

the units are completely serviceable from below and can be specified in either 120V or 

277V. 

The new Trimless MLS with dedicated adjustable LEDs produces 1900Lm per gimbal and 

medium base PAR 30 lighting sources. The mud-in rings frame the housing with a clean 

sharp edge leaving a smooth flange-less appearance that blends in with the ceiling line. 

The Flanged MLS LED fixture offers 850, 1250, 2000 and 3000 lumen output in 27K, 

30K, 35K, 40K, and Comfort Dim kelvin temperatures. The MLS face plate is regressed 

to maintain a clean ceiling appearance. Trim finishes are white/white (shown), white/

black, and silver/silver. They can be wired as a single complete unit or as 2-3 individually 

controlled or dimmed modules. The NEW MLS LEDs compliments the current MLS Low 

Voltage, CMH and Incandescent series.

NMRTLG-13 and (3) NMRT-652TL

NMRTLG-11 and  
(1) NMRT-652TL

NMRTLG-12 and  
(2) NMRT-652TL

NMRG-11 and  
NMRT-11 NMRG-13 and NMRT-13

Assembled in USA

o
Recreate the Sunset with LED
omfortDim

LED EDGE-LIT PANELS
1 x 4, 2 x 2 and 2 x 4 Configurations 
NSpec’s Edge-Lit LED Panels uniformly illuminate spaces without 

glare. Edge-Lit Panels can be utilized in offices, conference rooms, 

libraries and other task areas where general illumination is desired. 

The fixtures are 120V/277V with a range of wattages, lumens and 

Kelvin temperatures available. They are also dimmable, cULs, CEC 

and DLC listed. Three sizes are available: 2’ x 2’, 1' x 4' and 2’ x 

4’, which can be installed in most grid ceilings. The fixtures include 

accessories for surface mounting, recessed mounting into hard 

ceilings or pendant mounting. Lay-in Edge-Lit Panels are only 1/2" 

thick. Surface-mounted panels have a 2"-deep back-box and an 

overall depth less than 3".

NPD-E22

NPD-E24
NPD-E14

WARRANTY
LIMITED
YEAR10



LED REVO
Remote Controlled Track Fixture
Revo, by NSpec is the industry’s first affordable remote 

controlled, motorized track head. A single REVO 

remote can re-position any REVO track head in an 

installation. Once a fixture is selected, radio signals 

control the fixture so there is no need to aim the 

transmitter during adjustments. REVO heads can 

be rotated horizontally (340º rotation) or vertically 

(200º rotation). REVO features a universal E26 

lamp socket that accepts LED, Halogen, CFL, R, BR 

and PAR bulbs. The unit is designed for use in retail stores, art 

galleries, hospitality or event venues, and any other high-ceilinged 

site where track heads need to be maneuvered. REVO is one- or 

two-circuit track compatible and available in H, J and L styles. 

Depending on the lamp used, it is dimmable and adjustable when 

dimmed. Finishes are offered in black and white.

NTH-REV150

REVO
VOLUTION IN LIGHT

CONVENIENT.  

S IMPLE. 

AFFORDABLE. 

REMOTE CONTROL 

LED JASON
18W, 26W and 33W Track
The new Jason LED Track head features die-cast 

aluminum construction with an integral driver in a 

clean simple flat back cylinder style. The new Jason 

is offered in a spot or flood beam spread in three 

lumen outputs. The high performance Jason is ideal 

for retail and commercial applications where the 

specifier is looking for a minimal form and design. 

Jason’s three lumen outputs use the same housing for 

a uniform look. 

LED AIDEN
10W, 15W or 35W
Aiden, a cULus listed high-lumen LED 

track head is available in three wattages, 

10W/700 lumens, 15W/1100 lumens, 

and 35W/2300 lumens with two different 

beam spreads, 19˚ and 38˚, and can be 

adjusted 350° horizontally and 90° vertically. 

Designed for use in retail, commercial and residential 

environments, Aiden’s heat-dissipating fins optimize 

heat management. Offered in two color temperatures, 

3000K warm white and 4000K cool white with 80+ CRI, 

Aiden has one- or two-circuit track capability and comes 

in standard H-style or optional J-style. Finishes include 

white, black and silver.

NTE-855

NTE-842

NTE-845 NTE-850

LED COMPATIBLE 
TRACK
Architectural PAR Heads
Nora introduces a new series of 

Architectural Cylinders for one and 2 

circuit track. The aluminum die-cast 

heads and double locking adaptor offer 

a high performance durable solution for 

commercial and high residential use. Available 

in GU10, PAR 20 and PAR 30 sizes in black and 

white finishes. Compatible with PAR halogen and 

LED lamps. 

NTH-920  
PAR20

NTH-930  
PAR30

RECESSED TRACK
Nora adds recessed track to house Nora one-

circuit and two-circuit track. The recessed track 

allows a contractor to mount Nora track in the channel 

creating a clean, architectural look on the ceiling. Track lighting 

continues to grow due to the flexibility of track. Now a designer 

can design a complete track system that appears to disappear 

into the ceiling. Designers and specifiers would often avoid track 

because of the possible long runs where a track head was not 

used and the visual appearance of the track mounted to ceiling. 

With Nora’s new recessed track, the specifier or designer can 

create a system of track that is concealed in the ceiling.

NTRT Series



DUET TRACK
Dual Head PAR
Nora’s expansive line voltage track 

adds the New Duet Track head. 

The Duet is a dual headed, die-cast 

aluminum track head providing a 

single fixture with double the light 

output. While providing an up-to-

date look, the heads offer a budget 

solution to put twice the light on focal 

points or to do a broad wash of light from a 

single source. The duet can also supply uniform aisle or hall 

light by alternating the direction of each head. The PAR Duet can accommodate 

after market LED lamps, for a long life, energy efficient lighting solution.

VERSA TRACK
MR16 LED Compatible Fixture
Nora Lighting’s MR16 low voltage track heads with 

dimmable electronic drivers/transformers are now 

compatible with MR16 LED or halogen lamps. The Versa 

Track Series features six models designed for accent lighting 

in a range of applications, including restaurant dining or 

lounge areas, in-store retail displays and residential settings. 

Versa Track’s integral electronic driver/transformer is rated 

for 0 to 60 watt loads. The zero low-end allowance ensures a longer LED 

performance life. Finishes include: black, bronze, natural metal and white.

VERTICAL VERSA
Single or Dual Head MR16  
LED Compatible Fixture
Nora adds to its low voltage line of vertically 

oriented transformer housings with the 

new Vertical Versa. The architecturally 

styled die-cast aluminum construction 

Vertical Versa meets several design 

criteria while offering the choice of using 

an LED MR16 lamp or a MR16 halogen lamp. 

The Vertical Versa is available in a single head unit or a dual head unit. 

The dual head unit is a great budget-conscience solution that puts twice the 

light on focal points or a broad wash of light from a single source. It can also 

supply uniform aisle or hall light by alternating the direction of each head.

NTLE-213NM

NTLE-8265

6 

NTH-883  
PAR30

NTH-884 
PAR38

NTLE-265

LED Downlights

LED Compatible Track 



14W LED PENDANT
Canopy, Track or Rail Mount
Nora’s 2nd generation LED pendant is now 14 watts and 
1100 lumens and 90+CRI. LED pendant is compatible with 

over 100 Nora glass shades. Uniquely designed to light the 

glass as well as providing usable down light, the LED module 

features an architectural die-cast aluminum heat sink. The 

dimmable driver is mounted in the canopy. Energy savings has 

never been so beautiful. Title 24 and Energy star listed.

NRS92-P42/35
Canopy Mount

NTE-164/35
Track Mount

NRS72-453/35
Rail Mount

6" LED CYLINDER
Three Performance Styles and  
Four Mounting Options 
NSpec 6" Cylinder is available in three performance styles: High 

Performance LED, Economy LED and Medium Base Incandescent / 

LED and four mounting options: Surface, Stem, Cable, or Wall. The 

deep set reflectors are available in a variety of finishes, producing up 

to 4000 lumens in 2700K, 3000K, 3500K, 4000K and Comfort Dim 

(2700-1800K) outputs. The Cylinder comes in black or white finish.

LED NORA RAIL
Integral LED and  
LED Compatible Fixtures 
Award winning Nora Rail is the premiere Line Voltage Rail 

System in the marketplace, featuring all the lamping dynamics 

of conventional track with the curve appeal of low voltage rail. 

Nora’s line voltage rail allows multiple light sources and up to 

2400W on a single run. 

GLASS SHADES
Artisan Glass 
Nora’s glass shades interact with six different 

lamp sources - LED; Line Voltage G9, 

Candelabra, and Medium base; Low Voltage Bi-

Pin; and Fluorescent GU24 and can be used on 

seven Nora Lighting systems - Nora Rail, Track, 

Mini Track, QuickJack, Canopy Mount Pendants, 

Multi QuickJack Canopies, and Wall Sconces. 

With an assortment of styles, colors and patterns 

to choose from, the possibilities abound.

NCY Seriess

Pendant Stem Mount Cable Mount

Surface Mount

PAR30 Belgium
NRS18-133

Versa Neon QuickJack
NRS66-107

Robo Cylinder
NRE-820L

Karen
NRS80-426WP

Nicolas
NRS80-422AM

Bella
NRS80-430R

Wall Mount

N



LED LIGHTBAR
Lightbar Pro 90+ 
The 24V Lightbar Pro 90+ produces an incredible 425 plus lumens 

per foot while only consuming only 8W at an average CRI of 90+. The 

Lightbar 90+ produces up to 245 lumens per foot and specifiable 

high color rendition greater than 90 CRI. Can be used in under 

cabinet, in cabinet, cove, display, and general commercial, retail and 

residential lighting applications.

LED BRAVO
Bravo and Bravo PLUS
Nora Lighting’s low profile LED Bravo 

and Bravo Plus lightbars offer multiple 

linear lighting solutions for residential and 

commercial use. Less than 1" in depth, Bravo fixtures 

can be installed under cabinets, within shelves and displays 

cases, and architectural coves. They are available in white or bronze 

finish. Bravo offers 250 lumens / ft (4W) and Bravo Plus has 500 lumens per ft (8W). An 

encapsulated 120V dimmable LED driver allows extended runs and easier installation. Along 

with a self-contained driver in each unit, Bravo includes a heavily-frosted lens that diffuses 

the LED image and softens the light output, and a new 0° to 90° adjustable mounting 

bracket. Energy Star and cETLus listed, the fixtures are available in lengths from 8" (2.8W) to 

32" (10W) with color temperatures of warm white 3000K and cool white 4000K at 80+ CRI.

NUD-48  Bravo Plus 

       NUD-44  Bravo

NULB-500 Series  Lightbar Pro 90+ 

NULB Series  Lightbar 90+

BAR
+

90+

Nora Rail

LED Cylinder
LED Tape Light in Channel 

LED Marquise Recessed

LED Edge-Lit Panels



ALUMINUM CHANNELS LED Tape Light Channels

Nora introduces six configurations of Aluminum Channels for the LED Tape light. The channels can 

be used to hold the tape in visible applications or can be used to hide or conceal the tape in other 

applications. Offered in shallow and deep sizes, with or without wings the channels are field cuttable. 

The unique "J" shape can be used to conceal tape in an under cabinet, book case or framing 

application. The "J" can even create an instant cove for accent lighting. Use the deep channel with 

wings to mount in a cabinet or wall to create visual interest or a small, slim line of usable light.  

NUTP Tape Series

LED TAPE LIGHT IN 8 STYLES
Nora’s expanding LED tape collection features 90+ CRI tape, white 

tape, side-lit tape and new RGBW and CCT tape light. To compliment 

its wide spectrum of LED tape, Nora offers price sensitive dimmable 

Class II remote hardwire drivers with integral regulator for constant 

current/voltage in 60W and 96W with 120/277 voltage input.

1. STANDARD WET LABEL WET  
NUTP1 SERIES 24V · NUTP4 SERIES 12V 

70-90 LUMENS / 1.5W PER FOOT

2. STANDARD DAMP LABEL 
NUTP7 SERIES 24V · 70-90 LUMENS / 1.5W PER FOOT

3. SIDE-LIT 
NUTP9 SERIES 24V · 70-90 LUMENS / 1.5W PER FOOT

4. HY-BRITE 
NUTP5 SERIES 24V · 200 LUMENS / 2.7W PER FOOT

5. HIGH OUTPUT 
NUTP8 SERIES 24V · 350 LUMENS / 4.2W PER FOOT

6. RGB COLOR CHANGING WET  
NUTP3 SERIES 24V · NUTP6 SERIES 12V · WET LABEL

7. RGBW COLOR CHANGING + WHITE 
NUTP11 SERIES 24V · SEPARATE 30K DIODE · DAMP LABEL

8. CCT COLOR TUNING 
NUTP10 SERIES 24V · 2500K TO 4500K · DAMP LABEL

FEATURES

 · Each tape roll consists of tape separable every 12"

 · Each tape roll includes power line connector

 · Available in 10' (HO, RGBW) + 16' rolls

 · Available in 4", 6" (RGB + RGBW) and 12" sections

 · No soldering / cuttable / 3M™ adhesive back

 · Available in White or Amber tape finishes

 · Available in 90+ CRI

NATL-C23
Shallow Wings

NATL-C26
Deep

NATL-C24
Shallow

NATL-C27
J-Style

NATL-C25
Deep Wings

NATL-C28
Corner

RGB CONTROLLERS
RF Controller and Wall Controller 
Nora introduces different control options for the popular 

RGB tape. First is a wall mounted control that can be used 

to easily set brightness and speed of change for 7 colors 

or 4 preset changing modes. The wall control has 

separate buttons for speed and brightness  

as well as a memory on-off button.

Nora also adds a RF (radio frequency) controller. This 

controller does not require a clear line of sight for the 

hand-held to operate the controller making for more flexible 

placement of the controller. The hand-held control has 64 touch 

points of control, including on/off, pause, mode selection, brightness, speed and a color wheel 

selector. The hand-held remote allows changing of static colors, strobe of colors and several 

automatic change modes from 2-color changing, 3-color changing to 7-color changing.

RGBW TAPE
Color Changing LED Tape Light 
Nora introduces RGBW tape. This tape takes the existing RGB (Red, Green, Blue) tape and adds 

a separate 30K diode for quality usable white light. The RGBW tape consumes 5 watts per foot 

with a bright 2.5 watts dedicated to the 30K chip and 2.5 watts dedicated to the RGB chip. The 

RGBW offers the flexibility to create pastel colors using the RGB at the same time as the white, 

as well as producing a high quality white light when needed, and the ability to change to RGB 

and color changing when the mode or application changes. The 4-wire system has a dedicated 

RF controller allowing flexibility during installation and a hand-held control with multiple 

functions, too numerous to list here.

CCT TAPE
Color Tuning LED Tape Light 
Nora introduces a new idea in tape light. The new CCT 

tape by Nora allows the end user to select from a 2500K 

to 4500K temperature with a hand-held control. Different 

applications require different Kelvin temperatures to enhance various color spectrums. 

Use 2500K for a warm red enhancing application and 4500K for a blue/green enhancing 

application. The RF controller is operated with a hand-held remote that lets the end user select 

the temperature and intensity as the application or mood changes as well as having the option 

to set optional automatic changing modes.

NUTP11 Series

NUTP10 Series

NARGB-860 RF Controller

NARGB-866
Wall Controller

2500K -  4500K



LED Compatible Track

LED Edge-Lit Panels LED Multiples

LED Tape Light

LED Edge-Lit Panel 
Marquise LED Recessed
High Output LED Tape Light

LED Downlights

LED Tape Light

LED Nora Rail

LED Edge-Lit Panels

LED 8" Sapphire Downlights



Nora Lighting 

6505 Gayhart St.  

Commerce, CA 90040

Tel 800.686.6672

Fax 800.500.9955

www.noralighting.com

LED Square Iolite

LED Puck Light

LED Tape Light

LED Cobalt Downlight

Versa TrackLED Edge-Lit Panels

Nora Rail

ML-NAC032016


